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Introduction
We would like to thank you for the trust you have placed in HYDAC by purchasing this
Automated Lab Particle Counter (ALPC).
The ALPC is a fully automated laboratory particle counter for the analysis of hydraulic and
lubrication fluids in oil analysis laboratories.

Purpose of This Document
These operating instructions are designed to familiarize the user of a ALPC with


how it works,



how it is operated,



the safety precautions to be followed when using it,



what maintenance has to be done.

Operating Personnel
The unit may only be operated by properly instructed, skilled personnel.
Additional requirements, qualifications and skills to be adhered to are listed in the respective
sections below.

Storage of These Operating Instructions
Make sure to always keep the operating instructions in the vicinity of the unit.
The instructions should always be at your fingertips.
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General Safety Precautions

These operating instructions contain the key instructions for properly and safely operating the
ALPC.

1.1

Obligations and Liability



The basic prerequisite for the safe and proper handling and operation of the ALPC is
knowledge of the safety instructions and warnings.



These operating instructions in general, and the safety precautions in particular, are
to be adhered by all those who work with the ALPC.



Adherence is to be maintained to pertinent accident prevention regulations applicable
at the site where the ALPC is used.



The safety precautions listed herein are limited solely to using the ALPC.

The ALPC has been designed and constructed in accordance with the current state of the art
and recognized safety regulations. Nevertheless, hazards may be posed to the life and limb
of the individual using the unit or to third parties. Risk of damage may be posed to the unit or
other equipment and property. The ALPC is to be used as follows:


solely for its designated use



only when in a safe, perfect condition



Any faults or malfunctions which might impair safety are to be properly repaired or
remedied immediately.

Our General Terms and Conditions apply. They are made available to the owner upon
concluding purchase of the unit at the latest. Any and all warranty and liability claims for
personal injuries and damage to property shall be excluded in the event they are attributable
to one or more of the following causes:


improper use of the ALPC or use deviating from its designated use



improper assembly, installation, commissioning, operation and maintenance of the
ALPC



operating the ALPC when the system equipment or systems are defective



modifications to the ALPC made by the user or purchaser



improper monitoring of unit components subject to wear and tear



improperly performed repair work
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Explanation of Symbols and Warnings, etc.

The following designations and symbols are used in this manual to designate hazards, etc.:

1.2.1 Basic Symbols
This symbol designates safety instructions whose non-observance may
pose a hazard to individuals.
This symbol designates safety instructions whose non-observance may
result in the injury of individuals by electric shock.
This symbol provides important instructions and tips for the proper
handling and operation of the ALPC.
Non-adherence to these instructions may result in damage to the ALPC or
in damage to its immediate surroundings.
This symbol designates tips for usage and other particularly useful
information.
This information helps you to optimally utilize all the features offered by
your ALPC.

1.3

Proper / Designated Use

The ALPC is a fully automated laboratory particle counter for the analysis of hydraulic- and
lubrication fluids in oil analysis laboratories.
Any other use shall be deemed to be improper and not in keeping with the unit’s designated
use. The manufacturer will not assume any liability for any damage resulting from such use.
Proper or designated use of the ALPC extends to the following:


Maintaining adherence to all the instructions contained herein.



Performing requisite inspection and maintenance work.

1.4

Improper Use



Any use deviating from the proper/designated use described above is prohibited.



Improper use may result in hazard to life and limb.



Example of improper use:


1.5


improper connection of the ALPC’s pressure and return flow lines.

Safety Devices
Prior to starting up the ALPC each time, make sure that all the safety devices are
properly fitted and are in proper working order.
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Safety devices may not be removed until the unit has been shut down and secured
against being restarted (e.g. warning sign or padlock on the main switch).



When the unit is supplied in partial consignments, the safety devices are to be applied
by the operator as specified by law/pertinent regulations.

1.6

Informal Safety Precautions



Make sure to always keep the operating instructions in the vicinity of the unit.



Apart from the operating instructions, any and all general and local regulations
pertaining to accident prevention and environmental protection are to be made
available and observance to be maintained to them.



Make sure to keep the safety and hazard symbols and warnings on the ALPC in a
legible condition.



The power plug/cord of the ALPC is to always be pulled before opening any
components of the ALPC. Tests conducted with the housing open may only be
performed by properly trained, certified electricians. This also applies to all repair
work or to any modifications to electric components approved by us.



The hoses and connection fittings are to be checked daily for leakage (visual check).
The electrical components of the ALPC are to also be regularly checked (visual check
once a month). Any loose connections or damaged cables are to be replaced
immediately.

Warning: Pressurized air and fluids pose a hazard to life and limb.
Consequently, the safety regulations pertaining to working with
pressurized liquids are to be adhered to at all time!

1.7

Instructions to Be Followed in the Event of an Emergency
In the event of an emergency, immediately disconnect the ALPC from the
power and air supply! Properly dispose of any exiting fluid in accordance
with environmental guidelines.

1.8

Training and Instruction of Personnel



The ALPC may only be operated by properly trained and instructed personnel.



The areas of responsibility of your staff must be established in a clear-cut manner.



Staff undergoing training may not use the ALPC unless supervised by an experienced
staff member.
Individuals

Individuals
undergoing
training
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1.9

Safety Measures to Be Followed in Normal Operation



Do not operate the ALPC unless all the safety devices function properly.



The unit is to be checked once a day for external damage and the proper functioning of
the safety devices.

1.10 Electrical Hazards


Any work involving the power supply may only be done by a properly trained, certified
electrician.



Make sure to check the electrical equipment of the unit on a regular basis. Any loose
connections or damaged cables are to be remedied/replaced immediately.



If work to live components is required, a second individual is required who can switch off
the unit at the main switch as may prove necessary.

1.11 Maintenance, Servicing and Troubleshooting


The prescribed adjustment, maintenance/servicing and inspection work is to be
conducted in a timely fashion.



All operating media is to be protected/isolated for the event that the unit is accidentally
started up.



The ALPC is to be disconnected from the power and air supply and protected against
being inadvertently switched back on when performing any maintenance, servicing,
inspection or repair work.
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Any screwed fittings which have been undone/removed are to be checked to see that
they have been properly resecured.



Always check the unit to see that it functions properly when performing maintenance and
servicing work.

1.12 Modifications to the ALPC


Do not make any modifications (design modifications, extensions) to the ALPC without
the prior consent of the manufacturer.



Any design modifications or extensions may not be made without HYDAC FILTER
SYSTEMS GMBH’s express prior written approval.



Immediately replace any machine components which are not in perfect condition.



Only use original (OEM) spare parts and consumables. When using non-OEM
components it cannot be ensured that they have been designed and manufactured so as
to comply with operation and safety requirements.

1.13 Cleaning the ALPC and Disposal of the Media and Agents Used


The cleaning agents and flushing oils used are to be handled and disposed of properly.



To this end, the manufacturer’s instructions pertaining to possible use, wearing of
protective clothing and gear, and proper disposal are to be adhered to.

Some cleaning agents may pose a health hazard, especially when
undiluted.
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2

Packing, Transportation, Storage, Disposal

2.1

Transportation & Packing



The ALPC comes wrapped/packed in plastic sheeting, cardboard or timbered boxes.



When receiving and unpacking the unit check it for damage in transit. Report any
damage to the forwarding agent immediately.



The packing material is to be disposed of as specified by law or national regulations. It
can be reused.

2.2

Storage



Make sure to store the ALPC in a clean, dry place, in the original packing, if possible. Do
not remove the packing until you are ready to install the unit.



If the ALPC is to be put into storage for an extended period of time, it should be
completely drained (if necessary, using n-heptane) so as to prevent it from gumming up.



The cleaning agents and flushing oils used are to be handled and disposed of properly.

2.3


Decommissioning and Disposal

When decommissioning and/or disposing of the ALPC, adherence is to be maintained to
local guidelines and regulations pertaining to occupational safety and environmental
protection. This applies in particular to the oil in the unit, components covered with oil and
electronic components.

2.4

Scope of Delivery
The following items are supplied:
1 ALPC 9000-2-M
1 operating instructions.
1 maintenance instructions
1 calibration certificate

2.5

Restrictions Pertaining to the Use of the ALPC
It is recommended that the ALPC only be used in connection with mineral oils (or
mineral-oil-based raffinates). Please contact us first before using the unit with
other fluids.
For rinsing and flushing we recommend mineral oil based fluids with flaming point
>55°C, preferably Kerosene.
The cleanliness of the rinsing fluid should be significantly better than expected
sample cleanliness. (e.g. ISO 15/12/9)
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3

Functional description of the particle counting system

3.1

General Operation



A palette with up to 44 samples is placed onto a shaker near the particle counter and
each sample is fed individually into the particle counter.



The shaker keeps the samples homogenized. Homogenization of the samples has to
performed prior to placing them onto the palette.



Sample ID numbers can be entered into the PC for reference.



Initiated by a keystroke/mouse click at the PC keyboard, the particle counter then
performs automated analysis of the sample.
A sample analysis is accepted if two consecutive test runs are within a user-specified
range.
A sample analysis is rejected if not accepted after a maximum of five test runs.



Now the sample has to be removed from the particle counter.



Initiated by a keystroke/mouse click at the PC keyboard, the particle counter then
performs an automated rinsing cycle of the sensor.
Rinsing fluid is analysed during rinsing procedure. The rinsing procedure stops if a userdefined target cleanliness level is achieved.



Now the next sample can be analyzed.



The collected data (particle counts and ISO Codes) are stored on hard disk and are
compatible with the Caterpillar Software system. Thus they can be transferred
immediately.

3.2

Analysis and rinsing process

The analysis and rinsing process comprises 9 phases which are represented by individual
figures below.
Sensor
Pressure Dome
Suction Pipe
Funnel

Sample Bottle
Dome Bottom

Designation of components
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phase 1 : ALPC ready

phase 2 : Insert sample bottle

clean system is waiting for sample

manually or automatically by robot

phase 3 : close pressure dome

phase 4 : pressurize dome

Initiated manually at a mouse-click or
initiated by robot and optical bottle detector

Dome pressure is checked by pressure
switch.
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phase 5 : analyze sample

phase 6 : relieve pressure from dome

Dome pressure is feeding sample through
sensor. Metering pump is controlling volume

Dome pressure is checked by pressure
switch. Dome will not open under pressure

phase 7 : open pressure dome

phase 8 : remove sample bottle
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phase 9 : rinsing

phase 1 : ALPC ready

Initiated manually at a mouse-click or
initiated by robot and optical bottle detector

HYDAC FILTER SYSTEMS GMBH

Clean system is waiting for sample
working with the ALPC
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ALPCdesk Software

3.3.1 To start ALPCdesk

Click on the ALPCdesk icon or click on the Windows program start button and choose
HYDAC/ ALPCdesk from the Programs menu.

Enter user initials. (3 letters is specified for Cat.) When finished click OK.

Below is the start screen, from here you have the capability of:
HYDAC FILTER SYSTEMS GMBH
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starting a new measurement
displaying measurement results and
control of program settings.

3.3.2 To start a new measurement

Click on File and choose Analyze samples.
Then the Measurement window shown below will appear.

HYDAC FILTER SYSTEMS GMBH
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3.3.2.1 Prepare analysis (Measurement of whole or part of sample rack)
When starting the system, the dome may have settled a little, because of the absence of
pressurized-air supply. Prior to any changing, you should check the dome to be in the
defined upper position. In case of being not in this position, check if the dome is not locked
and click the “Move dome upward”-Button in the I/O-window.

Statusbar: Shows the current routine-step.
HYDAC FILTER SYSTEMS GMBH
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1.)

Push “Select...”-Button to enter Filename

2.)

PRN Filename = This will be automatically inserted same as the filename.

3.)

Select automatic or manual operation mode.

4.)

Checkmark all positions (“active column”) in the rack occupied with samples to be
analyzed.

5.)

Clicking on +/- will checkmark all positions or delete all positions.

6.)

With the “Import rack data”-button you may import sample ID´s as well as rack
positions from csv-files

7.)

Enter in sample ID’s (15 digits max (max. 11 characters; min. 1 numerical), if less than
15 digits are entered, leading blanks will automatically be added; last digit has to be a
numerical.)

8.)

The Clear button clears all sample ID fields.

9.)

When you click on Fill and Check IDs, this will automatically add consecutive IDs to
blank fields with checkmark then all Ids are checked for redundancy and for a
maximum of 15 digits.

10.) Click Start measurement button.
Hint: At first measurement after switching on the ALPC, it might be necessary, if a
measurement is started (automatic or manual) and the dome-lock is in “closed” position, to
stop the measurement and restart with 1.).
3.3.2.2 Finishing an analysis:
After samples have been analyzed the window shown below will appear.

Comments can be entered and saved.

When this window appears, all test data is saved to the APD and PRN file. Clicking OK will
return you to the Measurement window.
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Green highlighting of a Sample-ID indicates a finished measurement, orange highlighting
indicates missed bottles and blue highlighting means: measurement in progress – bottle in
dome.
Having missed bottle(s) during the measuring-cycle, the program asks you, after finishing
and commenting the measurement, if automatic compiling the missed bottles and saving the
results in a new file (filename_2nd) is wished.
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3.3.3 Displaying measurement results

Click on File and choose Display results. Then the Open file window shown below will
appear.

Select desired file name to show test results.
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1.) Select List or Graph tab.
If list is selected, the data will be displayed in table form:
2.) Sample ID
3.) Type field indicates test run (R1, R2, etc), Deviation (D) or measurement result (M).
D=

R n-1 - R n
R n-1

(calculated with the 5ml values) ;

M=

R n-1 + R n
2

4.) The bold 4µm, 6µm and 14µm columns show ISO classes
5.) The 4µm through 50µm columns show particle counts (calculated down to 1ml testvolume), respective deviation of last two runs in percent.
6.) Select between ISO 4406:1987 or 4406:1999 standards and between cumulative and
differential particle counts
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Red highlighting of a Measurement or Deviation line indicates out of range results.
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3.3.4 Control of program settings.

Clicking Setup will open the Setup window shown below where four tabs are available.
3.3.4.1 Standard-Settings

Here you may select ISO 4406:1987 or ISO 4406:1999. This selection affects the display
during analysis, the prn file format, the channel settings and the rinsing settings.
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3.3.4.2 Channel Settings

Enter the allowed deviation for each channel on the Channel settings tab, if nothing is
entered the deviation is not checked.
3.3.4.3 Rinsing Settings

Select the Target Cleanliness class on the Rinsing settings tab which has to be achieved
during the rinsing procedure.
Also select the maximum number of rinsing runs and time for each run.
As soon as the Target Cleanliness class is reached, the rinsing procedure stops.
If the Target Cleanliness class is not reached then a window will appear to choose restarting
of rinsing or quitting of sample analysis.
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3.3.4.4 System Info

System info tab shows ALPC details and service information.
3.3.4.5 Other

The Other tab lets you select which serial port is used to control ALPC.
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3.3.5 Troubleshooting
I/O Window

If you encounter any system failures, the I/O window shows information you should have
available when contacting Hydac service.

Step list gives information about proceeding of “active” bottle:
● Blue highlighting of steps means:

step is complete

● Red highlighting of steps means:

current step

HYDAC FILTER SYSTEMS GMBH
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3.3.6 I/O-Window

● The „Restart Robot Button“ will continue the measurement routine after an opening of
the front-door of the safety-cage during the automatic-mode.
● The „Reset Robot Button“ will reset the robot to the initial conditions.
● The „Pause analysis Button“ interrupts the measurement after the current step and
sets the routine in standby-condition. Clicking once again will continue the
measurement.
● The “Move dome upward Button” is needed to move the dome into the defined upper
position. In case of having switched off the pressurized air supply, the dome can
settle a little, so the position switch will detect the dome not to be in correct position
for starting the measurement.
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Technical data
Self-diagnosis:

Continuous self-monitoring,
error indication on PC

Measurement range (calibrated):

ISO 0/0/0 ... 23/21/18

Calibration

Acc. to ISO 4402
For flow rates 30ml/min and 200ml/min
Particle sizes:
5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 50,75 and 100 µm
and
Acc. to ISO 11171
For flow rates 30ml/min and 200ml/min
Particle sizes:
4, 6, 10, 14, 18, 21,38 and 50 µm(c)

Measurement volume per test run

5 ml

Measurement volume per sample

10 .. 25 ml

Measurement flow rate:

30 ml/min

Permissible viscosity range:

1 ... 320 mm2 / s

Media (sample) temperature range:

0 ... +50° C, 32° .. 122° F

Rinsing fluid

Mineral oil based fluids (preferably
Kerosene) with flaming point >55°C
Cleanliness significantly better than
expected sample cleanliness.
(e.g. ISO 15/12/9)

Flushing flow rate

200 ml/min

Supply voltage:

230 V AC / 50Hz

Power consumption:

2000 W max.

Ambient temperature range:

10 .. +45° C, 50°..113° F
depending on rinsing fluid higher
temperatures may be allowed upon
request.

Storage temperature range:

0 .. +70° C, 32° ..158° F

Relative humidity:

Max. 90%, non-condensing
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